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Abstract:  
A novel magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) acquisition and reconstruction method for obtaining a series of 

dynamic sodium 
23

Na-MRI acquisitions was designed to non-invasively assess the signal variations of brain 

sodium during a hand motor task in 14 healthy human volunteers on an ultra high field (7T) MR scanner. 

Regions undergoing activation and deactivation were identified with reference to conventional task-related 

BOLD functional MRI (fMRI). Activation observed in the left central regions, the supplementary motor areas 

and the left cerebellum induced an increase in the sodium signal observed at ultra short echo time and a decrease 

in the 23Na signal observed at long echo time. Based on a simple model of two distinct sodium pools (namely, 

restricted and mobile sodium), the ultra short echo time measures the totality of sodium whereas the long echo 

time is mainly sensitive to mobile sodium. This activation pattern is consistent with previously described 

processes related to an influx of Na+ into the intracellular compartments and a moderate increase in the cerebral 

blood volume (CBV). In contrast, deactivation observed in the right central regions ipsilateral to the movement, 

the precuneus and the left cerebellum induced a slight decrease in sodium signal at ultra short echo time and an 

increase of sodium signal at longer echo times. This inhibitory pattern is compatible with a slight decrease in 

CBV and an efflux of intracellular Na+ to the extracellular compartments that may reflect neural dendritic spine 

and astrocytic shrinkage, and an increase of sodium in the extracellular fraction. In conclusion, cerebral dynamic 

23Na MRI experiments can provide access to the ionic transients following a functional task occurring within the 

neuro-glial-vascular ensemble. This has the potential to open up a novel non-invasive window on the 

mechanisms underlying brain function. 
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Introduction 

 Since its introduction in 1990 (Ogawa et al., 

1990), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 

has become an indispensable tool in neuroscience, 

providing insight into not only the localisation and 

organization of human brain function and task-related 

reorganization, but also the intrinsic factors underling 

its integration in task and rest states, and their 

evolution over time (Shine et al., 2016). However, the 

contrast mechanism in fMRI – the blood oxygen-level 

dependent (BOLD) effect – is an indirect report of 

fluctuations in neural activity, a fact that may be 

especially important in pathological states (e.g. 

epilepsy) where neurovascular decoupling is a 

common feature (Ridley et al., 2017b). Modelling 

efforts have endeavoured to provide more detailed 

accounts of the relationship between neuronal activity 

and functional hyperaemia 4, including processes 

occurring in the microvasculature at the capillary level 

in terms of active dilation of pericytes (Hall et al., 

2014). The metabolic and ionic elements of this 

phenomenon are also active fields of research. 

Recently, correlations were found between vessel-

specific fMRI and intracellular calcium signal 

measured in neighboring neurons in anesthetized rats, 

linking neuronal activity to intrinsic oscillations in the 

cerebral vasculature, with a spatial correlation length 

of about 2 mm for arterioles (He et al., 2018). Sten 

and co-workers proposed a mechanistic model 

describing the balance between the excitatory and 

inhibitory inputs of glutamate and GABA to 

characterize not only the positive BOLD response 

(Lundengard et al., 2016) but also the negative BOLD 

response, stressing the crucial role of glutamate and 

GABA on astrocytic [Ca2+] influx following neuronal 

excitation or inhibition (Sten et al., 2017). Following 

neuronal excitation, the release of the neurotransmitter 

glutamate by neurons in the synaptic cleft is also 

followed by its Na+-dependent clearance performed 

mainly by astrocytes (Chatton et al., 2016). Indeed, 

the dynamic changes in intracellular [Na+] represent 

new signalling elements in the brain, representing a 

more direct form of glial ionic excitability (Rose and 

Chatton, 2016).  

Given this context, sodium (23Na) MRI offers a unique 

method for monitoring sodium signal variations in 

vivo and in a non-invasive manner. A number of 

studies have provided impressive demonstrations of 

the potential of brain 23Na MRI to non-invasively 

detect accumulations of total sodium concentrations 

(TSC) in neurological disorders and diseases such as 

brain tumours (Thulborn et al., 2009), stroke (Hussain 

et al., 2009), Huntington's disease (Reetz et al., 2012), 

Alzheimer disease (Mellon et al., 2009), different 

phenotypes of Multiple Sclerosis (Inglese et al., 2010) 

(Zaaraoui et al., 2012) (Maarouf et al., 2017) and 

sodium abnormalities in partial epilepsy (Ridley et al., 

2017a). However, all approaches employed to date 

suffer from poor temporal resolution (15-30 min) and 

have thus far permitted only acquisition of static 23Na 

MR images. This leaves unaddressed the 

characterisation of brain sodium dynamics. Such 

dynamics are of potentially great importance given the 

role of 23Na in the transmembrane gradients that 

underlie, modulate and participate in neural activity, 

as well as the signals that instigate activity and the 

neuroenergetic pathways that power it (Chatton et al., 

2016) (Madelin et al., 2014) (Thulborn, 2016). 

Here, we propose new methodology that enables the 

dynamic exploration of variations in sodium signals 

during brain activation/inhibition. This approach 

consists of the combination of i) efficient acquisition 

schemes (radial density adapted sequences) (Nagel et 

al., 2009) and ultra high field MRI (7 Tesla) to 

counter the poor sensitivity inherent to 23Na , ii)  a 

multi-TE approach to modulate the contributions of 
23Na signals from various brain environments (i.e. 

restricted and mobile pools) (Rooney and Springer, 

1991) (Ridley et al., 2018) and iii) a weighted least 

squares sliding window reconstruction method to 
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extract sub-30 second temporal information from an 

extended total acquisition time (TA=20min). This 

innovation was applied to characterize variation in 

sodium signals following excitation/inhibition 

processes induced by a conventional right-hand motor 

task in human volunteers, and in particular the 

consequences on 23Na MRI signal of the variations in 

the proportions of sodium belonging to different 

environments (i.e. free isotropic environment as a 

hydrated ion or anisotropic and macromolecular 

environment as 'trapped' ion) within the neuro-glia-

vascular ensemble (Jolivet et al., 2015). 

 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects: Fourteen right-handed healthy volunteers (7 

women/7 men, median age 21 years range [19y-39y]) 

were included in the protocol. Participants provided 

informed consent in compliance with the ethical 

requirements of the Declaration of Helsinki and the 

protocol was approved by the local Ethics Committee 

(Comité de Protection des Personnes sud 

Méditerranée 2).  
1H MRI acquisition: Acquisitions were performed on 

a Magnetom 7T MR system (Siemens, Erlangen, 

Germany). 

BOLD fMRI was performed using a 1H 1Tx/32Rx 

Nova head coil allowing parallel imaging using a 

multiband GE-EPI sequence (MB=5, Grappa 2, 

TE=22ms, TR=1000ms, 128 phase encoding, true 

echo spacing= 0.64ms, 85 slices, voxels (1.6mm)3 ). 
23Na MRI acquisition and reconstruction: Dynamic 
23Na MRI was conducted using a dual tuned QED 

(23Na/1H) 1Tx/1Rx volumic birdcage coil enabling 

shimming on the proton signal and acquiring the 23Na 

signal.  23Na MRI was acquired with a triple-echo 3D- 

center-out radial 23Na MR sequence 

(TE1/TE2/TE3=0.2ms/10ms/19ms, TR=120ms, BW 

280 Hz/pixel, density adapted (t0 = 500 us), 10080 

spokes, (3.5mm)3 nominal isotropic voxel (Nagel et 

al., 2009). In order to include temporal dynamics into 

the whole dataset of the triple-echo 3D-Density 

adapted radial 23Na MRI sequence (Figure 1a) the 

10080 projections comprising the full k-space (Figure 

1b) were acquired in 42 consecutive series of 240 

projections, each series describing a full polar 

geometric k-space coverage (Figure 1c). The 240 

radial spokes composing each k-space set were 

acquired using a golden angle approach to 

homogeneously sample k-space every 30s. Thus, each 

under-sampled k-space set was composed not only by 

low (center) but also high (external part) k-space 

frequencies with a point spread function (PSF) of 

7.84mm at TE=0.2ms (Supplemental Figure 1a). The 

next set of 240 spokes was acquired with a small 

angular shift compared to the previous one. The whole 

k-space sampling (10080 projections) obtained in 

20min10s was characterized by a PSFFWHM of 

6.27mm. A non-uniform fast Fourier transform 

(NUFFT) reconstruction was implemented that uses 

weighted least squares to effectively share the high 

spatial frequencies from all interleaves but uses the 

low spatial frequencies from a single interleave. This 

procedure weighted each series of 240 projections by 

a factor of 100, and set the others to 1, to obtain 42 
23Na MRI brain volumes for each TE with an effective 

temporal resolution of 30s each (Figures 1 d,e,f). The 

final 23Na MRI volumes with a temporal resolution of 

30s had a PSFFWHM of 6.34mm (Supplemental Figure 

1b), very closed to the non-weighted whole k-space 

acquisition (PSFFWHM= 6.27mm, Supplemental Figure 

1c). 

The online reconstruction was performed using the 

Gadgetron platform (Xue et al., 2015) enabling the 

synchronization of the online scanner reconstructor to 

external computers for the efficient running of 

bespoke reconstruction procedures in Matlab (Natick, 

MA). Reconstructions were based on preconditioned 

conjugate gradient with forward- and adjunct-NUFFT 

transforms (Kaiser Bessel convolution kernel width 

4)(Fessler, 2007). Our implementation is available at 
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https://github.com/marcsous/nufft_3d). 

To validate the approach, phantom experiments were 

performed using different flip angles on alternate 

interleaves (90°-90°; 90°-88°, 90°-85°, 90°-80°, 90°-

75°) in order to mimic dynamic signal variations. To 

provide a reference standard for the true signal, full 

acquisitions were acquired at each flip angle 

separately. 

 

Differentiation of 23Na signals from different brain 

environments using multi-TE 23Na MRI 

  While 23Na MRI is mainly characterized by 

the bi-exponential signal decay, residual quadripole 

interactions can also occur. The quadripolar sodium 

nucleus is subject to the influence of fluctuations in 

neighbouring electric fields due to net positive and 

non-uniform distribution of charge. In isotropic or 

highly motile environments such as plasma or 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), the correlation time (τC) is 

much shorter than the Larmor period (ω0
−1) (ω0· τC 

≪ 1), leading to monoexponential longitudinal (T1) 

and transverse (T2) relaxation and no residual 

quadripole interaction. However, in tissue 

environments such as within cells or interstitial spaces 

between cells, the diffusion is restricted by the 23Na 

cation interactions with macromolecular anions that 

produce residual quadripolar interactions and 

modulate decay behaviour with the satellite transitions 

that are subject to additional fast relaxation processes 

so that both T1 and T2 reflect biexponential decay 

(Rooney, Springer, NMR Biomed 1991) (Stobbe and 

Beaulieu, 2016) (Thulborn, 2016). Relative to the long 

TR and the previous in vivo measurements performed 

with 24 TEs (Ridley et al., 2018), the sodium signals 

in brain MRI have been modeled according to a 

simple bi-exponential T2* decay, that was considered 

in first approximation as reflective of variations in 

tissue structure and physiology (cell/fibre density, 

fluid content etc) (Ridley et al., 2018) as well as 

reflecting the extent of mobility/restrictiveness of 

different sodium brain environments.  

In this basic framework while all environments 

contribute to observed signal, the dynamic 

information available using a multi-echo 3D-Density 

Adapted radial 23Na MRI sequence implies differential 

contributions of pools of sodium when sampled with 

TEs of different lengths. 23Na MRI at TE1=0.2ms 

(ultra short) should provide a measurement of the total 

sodium signal (arising from all environments – mobile 

and restricted pools), while longer echoes (TE2=10ms 

and TE3=19ms) should be dominated by/weighted 

towards sodium from mobile pools (blood and CSF 

compartments) in relation to their long T2* (Figure 2). 

Signals from the more restricted pool of sodium 

(mainly intra-cellular sodium but also limited 

contribution of restricted extracellular sodium) may be 

derived from the two other signals (see the green 

curve, Figure 2).  

 

Functional experiments: 

BOLD fMRI: A conventional right hand opposite 

finger tapping task was performed with alternation of 

resting-activation periods every 20s for BOLD fMRI 

(20 rest - 20 activation; x5 times; TA=3min20) A right 

hand motor task paradigm (5 periods of alternating 

rest-activation) was conducted on 14 healthy 

volunteers using BOLD fMRI at 7T using the 

Multiband GE-EPI sequence proposed by the HCP 

consortium (Vu et al., 2017).  

Conventional post-processing of BOLD EPI images 

including slice timing, realignment and spatial 

normalization (SPM12, Welcome Trust) was applied. 

Spatial normalization was performed on the EPI 

volumes using mutual information affine registration 

with the tissue probability maps of SPM12. Finally, 

general linear models were applied (first and second 

levels, One sample t-test p<0.005, k=5, FDR corrected 

p<0.05).  
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23Na fMRI: The functional paradigm was adapted to 

the low temporal resolution of dynamic 23Na MRI 

with alternation of 1 rest - 1 active period of 30s each 

repeated 21 times (total acquisition time = 21 min). 

The time series of Na images were first denoised 

using a Rician filter 

(https://www.irisa.fr/visages/benchmarks). Then, post-

processing included realignment, spatial normalization 

and smoothing (FWHM=8mm) (SPM12, Wellcome 

Institute, London, UK). Spatial normalization was 

performed on the shortest TE 23Na MRI volumes 

using mutual information affine registration with the 

tissue probability maps of SPM12 and the 

transformation was applied to all remaining 23Na MRI 

volumes. The hand motion paradigm was entered in a 

GLM model (with a gamma function of 25s width) 

and voxel-wise analyses were applied (One sample t-

test, p<0.02, k=10, FDRcorr p<0.05, SPM12, 

Supplemental Figures 3,4,5). Regional analyses of 
23Na signal variations were then performed in four 

regions of interest of the motor system showing 

positive and negative BOLD contrast. The anatomical 

definition was performed using the 

Neuromorphometrics atlas (SPM12) to quantify 

clusters of 23Na signal variations of the Left and the 

Right Central Areas (included labels: pre- + post 

central gyri), and the Left and the Right Cerebellum 

(labels: Cerebellum exterior + Cerebellum White 

Matter + Cerebellar Vermal lobules I-V + Cerebellar 

Vermal lobules VI-VII + Cerebellar Vermal lobules 

VIII-X). 

Wilcoxon tests were used to test the significance of Z-

score variations compared to a reference value of 0 

(p<0.05 corrected for the four comparisons 

corresponding to the 4 contrasts, p<0.0125).  

       

Results 

Coding of temporal information using dynamic 23Na 

MRI series 

 Temporal sensitivity of dynamic 23Na MRI 

reconstruction was validated on a phantom by 

alternating flip angles every 30s to mimic a functional 

task and by performing the dynamic reconstruction 

described above (Figure 3). Phantom validation 

experiments produced time series that accurately 

tracked the flip angle changes. In relation to the true 

signal measured from separate acquisitions, 

approximately 80% of the available signal variation 

was captured by the dynamic technique. Synthetic 

data showed that the point spread function of the 

temporally resolved acquisition was very similar to 

the complete k-space acquisition (Supplemental 

Figure 1).  

 In the human brain, time-resolved 23Na MRI 

volumes obtained were very close in quality to the full 

sampled dataset but with an acquisition window 

corresponding to only one interleave (Figures 1d,e,f). 

In addition the spatial smoothing of 8mm used to fulfil 

the Gaussian field theory for voxel-wise statistical 

mapping analyses constrained spatial resolution to be 

similar for the different TEs. 

 

BOLD fMRI activation pattern following the right 

hand motor task in healthy volunteers 

 Positive BOLD contrast (activation) was 

observed in the left pre- and post- central areas, the 

bilateral cerebellum and the supplementary motor 

areas (SMA) (Figure 4a) and negative BOLD contrast 

(deactivation) within the right pre-and post-central 

regions, the precuneus and the left cerebellum (Figure 

4b).  

 
23Na signal variations in the BOLD activated regions 

 As the primary goal was to characterize 

sodium variations in regions with significant BOLD 

variations, we studied 23Na MRI signal variations in 

the motor areas with significant clusters observed on 

BOLD fMRI, namely the bilateral central areas and 

the bilateral cerebellum. The voxel-wise approach 
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(p<0.05, FDR corrected, p<0.05) revealed a 

significant increase in 23Na signal at ultra short TE 

(TE1=0.2ms) in the left pre- and post-central regions 

and a significant decrease in 23Na signal at longer TEs 

(TE2=10ms and TE3=19ms) (Figure 5a). Cluster 

analyses confirmed that the significantly increased Z-

scores of the BOLD signal within the left precentral 

and postcentral areas (Z-BOLD=4.019, p=0.0001) were 

concordant with a small but significant increase in 

sodium signal at TE1=0.2ms (Z-23Na@TE1=1.297, 
p=0.0013, equivalent signal changes=+2.8%) and a 

larger decrease in sodium signal at TE2=10ms (Z-

23Na@TE2=-3.503, p=0.0012, equivalent signal 

changes=-16.4%) and TE3=19ms, (Z-23Na@TE3=-

5.806, p=0.0009, equivalent signal changes=-27.2%). 

Similar results were obtained in the BOLD activated 

region within the right cerebellum (Z-BOLD=1.856, 

p=0.0001) with a significant sodium signal increase at 

TE1 (Z-23Na@TE1=, p=0.0002, equivalent signal 

changes=+2.3%) and significant decreases at TE2 (Z-

23Na@ TE2=-3.018, p=0.0023, equivalent signal 

changes=-10.0%) and TE3 (Z-23Na@TE3=-3.836, 

p=0.0085, equivalent signal changes=-17.7%) (Figure 

5b). The same profiles (Z-BOLD=2.040, p=0.0001) 

were observed in the SMA at TE1 (Z-

23Na@TE1=1.236, p=0.0085, equivalent signal 

changes=+3.8%), at TE2 (for Z-23Na@ TE2=-4.377, 

p=0.0245, equivalent signal changes=-28.4%) and TE3 

(for Z-23Na@TE3=-7.389, p=0.0085, equivalent signal 

changes=-36.9%) (Supplemental Figure 2a). 
 

23Na signal variations in the BOLD deactivated 

regions  

 In inhibited regions (negative BOLD 

contrast) following the right hand movement (i.e. right 

pre- and post-central regions), we observed significant 

decrease in 23Na signal at TE1=0.2ms but significant 

increase in 23Na signal at longer TE (TE2=10ms and 

TE3=19ms) (Figures 6a). The cluster analyses 

confirmed that the significant decreases in Z-scores of 

the BOLD signal within the right precentral and 

postcentral areas (Z-BOLD=-1.895, p=0.0001) were 

concordant with negative Z-scores of the sodium 

signal at TE1 (Z-23Na@TE1=-0.864, p=0.0031, 

equivalent signal changes= -1.5%) and to positive Z-

scores of sodium signals at TE2 (Z-23Na@TE2=4.073, 

p=0.0012, equivalent signal changes=+16.7%) and 

TE3 (Z-23Na@TE3=3.335, p=0.0002, equivalent signal 

changes=+15.5%). Similar results were obtained in 

the BOLD deactivated regions (for Z-BOLD=-0.602, 

p=0.0001) within the left cerebellum (Figure 6b) at 

TE1 (Z-23Na@TE1=-1.288, p=0.0107, equivalent signal 

changes=-3.4%), at TE2 (Z-23Na@ TE2=2.657, 

p=0.0001, equivalent signal changes=+11.3%) and 

TE3 (Z-23Na@TE3=3.491 , p=0.0134, equivalent signal 

changes=+16.9%). The same profiles (Z-BOLD=-1.234, 

p=0.0001) were observed in the precuneus at TE1 (Z-

23Na@TE1=-0.869, p=0.0085, equivalent signal 

changes=-1.5%), at TE2 (for Z-23Na@ TE2=2.789, 

p=0.0040, equivalent signal changes=+10.4%) and 

TE3 (for Z-23Na@TE3=2.851, p=0.0067, equivalent 

signal changes=-15.0%) (Supplemental data Figure 

2b).  

 

Modeling of the 23Na variations in the different brain 

environments within activated and deactivated regions 

relative to TE 

 The present experimental setup did not allow 

to evaluating the absolute concentrations of intra-

cellular and extra-cellular brain sodium but just to 

assess different 23Na signal variations weighted by the 

mobile and the restricted pools of sodium. Keeping in 

mind this limitation, we tried to relate the levels of 

sodium in different environments during resting, 

excitation and inhibition based on the schematic 

representation of the neuro-glial-vascular ensemble 

proposed by Chatton and coworkers (Chatton et al., 

2016) (Supp Figure 6a), the known variations of CBV 

(Ciris et al., 2014) and the extent of Na exchanges 

following neuronal activation (Dietzel et al., 1982), 
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Then, considering the TE dependencies of the 

different sodium pools, the variations in sodium 

signals within different brain environments were 

modeled according to these conditions (Supp Figure 6 

c,e).  

 From a physiological point of view within the 

extracellular space, considering that neuronal 

activation induces a 30% increase in CBV (Ciris et al., 

2014), a basal blood fraction value of 2.3% (Hales and 

Clark, 2013) and [Na]Blood of 140mM, the increase in 

CBV corresponds to a TSC increase of ~1mM. The 

increase related to [Na]Blood is paralleled by a 30% 

decrease of the extracellular fraction during activation 

leading to an overall estimated decrease in the 

extracellular [Na] concentrations of about 7mM 

(Dietzel et al., 1982). In response to these extracellular 

changes, the mass conservation law may imply a 

concurrent increase of intracellular sodium 

concentrations. (Supp Figure 6 b,c) 

 In contrast, during neuronal inhibition, CBV 

decrease induces a decrease in TSC (-1mM). The 

extracellular decrease of sodium is largely over-

compensated by the Na+ efflux from the intracellular 

compartments concordant with the astrocytic and 

neural dendritic spine shrinkage occurring during 

inhibition (Goense et al. 2012) (Supp Figure 6, d,e). 

       

Discussion 

 We present results of time-resolved dynamic 
23Na MRI with a temporal resolution of 30s, with 

sufficient signal to noise ratio to observe the 

consequences of cortical activation or deactivation on 

variations in human sodium signals coming from 

different brain environments. By simultaneously 

probing total sodium signal and signal from the 

mobile pools of sodium, we determined that activation 

induced an increase in TSC consistent with a slight 

increase in cerebral blood volume, and a decrease in 

sodium signals at later TEs consistent with an influx 

of Na+ into the intracellular space. Interestingly, 

contralateral deactivation induced a slight decrease in 

TSC potentially related to decrease in CBV, and an 

increase in sodium signal from the mobile pools that 

may reflect efflux of intracellular Na+. 

The temporal resolution of 30s, while quite long, 

appeared to be sufficient to observe changes in signal 

contributions of Na+ within restricted and mobile brain 

environments following excitation and inhibition. In 

fact, it appears that such a temporal resolution is well 

suited to study astrocytic processes - one important 

feature of astrocytic [Na+]i transients is their long 

duration, persisting for tens of seconds in contrast to 

[Ca2+]i responses which have been reported to last 

only hundreds of milliseconds (Bennay et al., 2008) 

(Kirischuk et al., 2007) (Langer and Rose, 2009). 

 In terms of excitation, stimulation of 

neuronal fibers have been reported to increase 

astrocytic [Na+]i by 10–15 mM (Bennay et al., 2008) 

(Kirischuk et al., 2007) (Langer and Rose, 2009). This 

phenomenon has been related to the Na+-dependent 

clearance of glutamate released following neuronal 

activation, which is performed mainly by astrocytes 

(Chatton et al., 2016). The Na+ influx alters metabolic 

demand, as it strongly stimulates the Na+/K+-ATPase 

and the associated hydrolysis of ATP (Chatton et al., 

2016). From a biomechanical point of view, the 

apparent concentrations of the mobile pools of sodium 

are strongly related to the extracellular fraction when 

considering a constant interstitial sodium 

concentration of 140mM (Jolivet et al., 2015). During 

excitation, sodium transients are characterized by 

significant decreases in extracellular sodium and by 

concurrent increases in intracellular sodium. These 

phenomena should reflect cellular swelling and 

recovery, also characterized by a slow time course of 

seconds (Traynelis and Dingledine, 1989) (Andrew 

and MacVicar, 1994). This facet of brain activation 

independent of neurovascular coupling has also been 

previously explored from the perspective of diffusion-

fMRI (DfMRI), providing evidence of neural cell 
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swelling in various animal models such as aplysia 

(Abe et al., 2017b) or anesthetized rats (Abe et al., 

2017a) and also in the human brain during visual 

stimulation (Le Bihan et al., 2006) or cognitive tasks 

(Aso et al., 2013). 

 Regarding deactivation, previous work has 

demonstrated that the negative BOLD response seen 

in fMRI could be interpreted as the result of inhibitory 

activity (ipsilateral to behavioural movement) with a 

concomitant decrease in oxygen levels (Schafer et al., 

2012) (Klingner et al., 2010)  (Goense et al., 2012). 

Experimental studies have shown a negative 

correlation between BOLD responses and resting state 

GABA concentrations (Lauritzen et al., 2012)  

(Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2009) (Northoff et al., 

2007). Structurally, in situ studies reported that long-

term depression mediated by GABA may induce 

dendritic spine shrinkage of up to 50% in volume but 

also astrocytic shrinkage of up to 5% (Hayama et al., 

2013). Notably, dynamic 23Na MRI permitted the 

demonstration of a reverse process to that observed in 

the excited cortices (contralateral to hand movement), 

in terms of alterations in sodium levels in the 

ipsilateral cortices consistent with biophysical 

processes occurring during inhibition, for the first 

time in vivo and non-invasively. The haemodynamic 

dimension relative to the small decrease in CBV 

during inhibition was reflected by a subtle but 

significant decrease in TSC, which may be related to 

the increased levels of GABA. Indeed GABA has 

been reported to reduce signalling to astrocytes and 

the production of vasoactive substances, reducing 

blood flow and in turn the oxygen level (Sten et al., 

2017). In addition, the increase in signal of the mobile 

sodium pools during inhibition was in line with a 

major contribution of extracellular fraction increases 

and concurrent astrocytic and neuronal dendritic spine 

shrinkage that have been previously described 

(Hayama et al., 2013). 

 This study is subject to several limitations. 

While possible misregistration at 7T of the 1H-EPI and 
23Na MRI acquisitions might be due to the differences 

in spatial resolution and sensitivity to B0 distortion, 

the spatial normalization and regional approach 

helped to minimise the impact of such phenomenon. 

Realignement procedures using for example high 

resolution EPI-derived T1 maps and surface 

coregistration have also been proposed and should be 

considered for future works (Renvall et al., 2016). 

While the multi-TE approach appears to differentiate 

between signatures of pools of sodium subject to 

varying levels of restriction, it does not permit to the 

univocal assessment of intra- and extra-cellular 

sodium concentrations, nor to determine the 

differences in sodium concentrations between 

neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes which are 

known to be drastically different (Jolivet et al., 2015). 

However, the realistic variations of percentages of 
23Na signal observed experimentally with the 

physiological variations of sodium described in vitro 

and in situ during activation/deactivation may 

advocate for a large contribution of the extra-cellular 

pool to the mobile 23Na signal variations. While the 

volunteer sample size was limited, this is offset 

partially by the use of a very well-characterized motor 

task which permitted focused statistical analyses of 

sodium variations in a limited number of motor areas. 

Moreover, the temporal resolution of our dynamic 
23Na MRI method – on the order of 30s – did not 

allow us to track fast (<1s) variations of sodium 

occurring after neuronal excitation or inhibition, but 

was well suited to observe slower processes more 

related to astrocytic involvement. Further efforts are 

in progress to improve the temporal resolution through 

a moving sliding window reconstruction approach and 

better spatial resolution to limit partial volume effect 

of CSF. We will also work to directly integrate motion 

correction during the reconstruction procedure rather 

than performing post-hoc spatial realignment on 

reconstructed volumes. Nevertheless, this method 
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should open new perspectives for characterizing the 

distribution of ionic homeostatic dysregulation 

occurring in pathological states such as in the ictal and 

even interictal periods for patients with partial 

epilepsy (Ridley et al., 2017a) or as shown recently in 

transient migraine (Abad et al., 2018). 

 In conclusion, the present dynamic 23Na MRI 

approach opens a novel window for the studying 

and/or interpretation of mechanisms occurring in the 

neuro-glial-vascular ensemble pertaining not only to 

activation but also during inhibition. 
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Figure 1: Principle of the dynamic 23Na MRI sequence and examples of reconstructed images 
a) Chronogram of the triple-TE density adapted radial 23Na MRI sequence. b) Representation of the full-k space 
coverage (10080 projections) for one echo. c) Example of azimuths of 3 interleaved series of 240 stacks 
homogenously covering the full extent of k-space and subsequently weighted by a factor of 100 to introduce the 
temporal weighting. Bottom row d,e,f) Examples of 23Na MRI volumes obtained with the three different TEs 
using dynamic reconstruction. 
 
  

		

TE1=0.2ms	 TE2=10ms	 TE3=19ms	

a)	 b)	 c)	

d)	 e)	 f)	
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Figure 2: Modeled 23Na MR signal decays for total, mobile and restricted pools of sodium in gray matter 
Modeled curves generated according to measurements obtained on healthy volunteers using 24 TEs (range: 
0.2ms-100ms) 21 considering a bi-exponential decay of the total sodium signal leading to the following 
parameters: [TSC]=47mM, [Na]mobile=26mM, [Na]restricted=21mM, T2*(Na mobile)=31ms, T2* (Na restricted)=5ms.  
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Figure 3: Demonstration of the temporal information extracted using the dynamic 23Na MRI acquisition 
23Na signal variations obtained on a phantom at TE1=0.2ms and reconstruction on a phantom. Every 30s, 
acquisition parameters (flip angles) varied leading to a significant 23Na MR signal change that could be easily be 
observed.  
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Figure 4: Positive BOLD contrast (top) and negative BOLD contrast (bottom) following right hand task 
Group positive (a) and negative (b) BOLD contrast patterns during the right hand task in the fourteen healthy 
volunteers. (One sample t-test, p<0.005, k=5 FDR corrected p<0.05).  
 
 
  

BOLD	signal	varia.ons	during	right	hand	mo.on	
a)	BOLD	signal	increases	 b)	BOLD	signal	decreases	

One	sample	t-test	(p<0.005,	k=5,	FDRcorr	p<0.05)	
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Figure 5: Cluster analyses of signal variations in Activated areas during the right hand movement.  
The positive BOLD contrast observed in the left pre-/post- central areas (a) and the right cerebellum (b) 
corresponds to 23Na signal increase at TE1  and 23Na signal decreases at TE2 and TE3. 
 
  

a)	

b)	
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Figure 6: Cluster analyses of signal variations in inhibited areas during the right hand movement.  
The negative BOLD contrast observed in the right pre-/post- central areas (a) and the left cerebellum (b) 
corresponds to 23Na signal decrease at TE1 and 23Na signal increases at TE2 and TE3. 
  

a)	

b)	
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SUPPLEMENTAL DATA 
 
 

 
Supplemental	  data	  Figure	  1:	  Point	  spread	  function	  of	  the	  different	  23Na	  MRI	  acquisitions	  
Point	   spread	   functions	   (PSF)	   of	   a)	   one	   set	   of	   data	   (240	   spokes	   acquired	   using	   golden	   angle	   approach,	   temporal	  
resolution	  30s)	  with	  aPSFFWHM	  of	  2.24	  points	  corresponding	  to	  7.84mm,	  b)	  the	  weighted	  23Na	  MRI	  acquisition	  used	  for	  
23Na	  fMRI	  (weighted	  10080	  spokes,	  temporal	  resolution	  30s)	  with	  a	  PSFFWHM	  of	  1.81	  points	  corresponding	  to	  6.34mm	  
and	   c)	   the	  whole	   k-‐space	   sampling	   (10080	   spokes,	   temporal	   resolution	   20min10s)	  with	   a	   PSFFWHM	   of	   1.79	   points	  
corresponding	  to	  6.27mm.	  
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Supplemental data Figure 2:  
Signal variations during the right hand motor task in a) the supplementary motor area, and b) the precuneus.	  
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Supplemental data Figure 3:  
23Na signal variation maps at TE1=0.2ms observed during the right hand motor task.  
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Supplemental data Figure 4: 23Na signal variation maps at TE2=10ms observed during the right hand motor task. 	  
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Supplemental data Figure 5: 
23Na signal variation maps at TE3=19ms observed during the right hand motor task. 	  
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Supplemental Figure 6: TE dependencies of 23Na MR signal decays for total, mobile and restricted pools of sodium in 
gray matter during basal period, excitation and inhibition and potential related phenomenons occurring within the 
neuro-glial-vascular ensemble. 
a) Schematic representation of the neuro-glial-vascular ensemble during the resting period (adapted from Chatton et al., 
2016). b) Representation of the neuro-glial-vascular ensemble following activation with re-intake of glutamate by astrocytes 
is accompanied by Na influx into astrocytes and increase CBV. These phenomenons may induce as shown in c) increase of 
23Na signal at TE1=0.2ms in relation with increase in CBV, and decrease in 23Na signals at TE2 and TE3 relative to the 
decrease in 23Na signals of the mobile pools. d) Schematic representation of the neuro-glial-vascular ensemble following 
deactivation with Na eflux and decrease CBV that may induce e) decrease in 23Na signal at TE1, and increase in 23Na signals 
at TE2 and TE3 in the inhibited area. 
Modeled curves were generated according to the following parameters: Basal period:  [TSC]basal=47mM, [Na]mobile-

basal=26mM, [Na]restricted-basal=21mM, T2*(Na mobile-basal)=31ms, T2* (Na restricted-basal)=5ms; a)Excitation: [TSC]activation=48mM 
(+2.1%), [Na]mobile-activation=20mM (-30.0%), [Na]restricted-activation=28mM (+33.3%), T2*(Na mobile-activation)=31ms, T2* (Na restricted-

activation)=5ms. Inhibition: [TSC]Inhibition=46mM (-2.1%), [Na]mobile- Inhibition =29mM (+11.5%), [Na]restricted- Inhibition =17mM (-
19.0%), T2*(Na mobile- Inhibition)=31ms, T2* (Na restricted- Inhibition)=5ms. The green curves represented the functional 23Na contrasts. 
Note that the percentages of variations of sodium environments in the model are of the same order of those observed during 
experiments at TE1 and TE3.	  


